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During this PhD research, we investigated stem cell technologies for the development of 
new treatment strategies and increase understanding of the genetic disease Vanishing 
White Matter (VWM). VWM patients have motor problems, often deteriorate rapidly, and 
regularly die young. There is no treatment. In VWM the glial cells in the white matter of the 
central nervous system are affected. Cell models of the disease are needed to increase 
understanding of the disease and to test drugs. A transplantation therapy with healthy glial 
cells is a possible treatment strategy. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can be 
generated from patient's own skin cells, and differentiated in the laboratory into neuronal 
stem cells and subsequently glial cells. We used iPSCs to investigate VWM. We have 
developed protocols to generate white and gray matter-like astrocytes (a type of glia cell) 
from iPSCs, and showed that specifically white matter-like astrocytes are affected in VWM. 
Glial progenitor cells integrated well into the brain of VWM mice after transplantation, but 
specific astrocytes may be needed for pathological and clinical improvement. The astrocytes 
in the spinal cord of VWM also appeared to be affected, and must be included in a 
treatment plan. In addition, we have demonstrated that protocols to generate neuronal 
stem cells affected the properties of the final astrocytes, and must be selected carefully. We 
also investigated the possibilities of generating and transplanting astrocytes from induced 
neuronal stem cells (iNSCs). Together these projects demonstrated how stem cell technology 
contributes to future treatments for VWM. 


